Abstract

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is among the leading causes of death and disability worldwide, with enormous negative social and economic impacts. The heterogeneity of TBI combined with the lack of precise outcome measures have been central to the discouraging results from clinical trials. Current approaches to the characterization of disease severity and outcome have not changed in more than three decades. This prospective multicenter observational pilot study aimed to validate the feasibility of implementing the TBI Common Data Elements (TBI-CDEs). A total of 650 subjects who underwent computed tomography (CT) scans in the emergency department within 24 h of injury were enrolled at three level I trauma centers and one rehabilitation center. The TBI-CDE components collected included: 1) demographic, social and clinical data; 2) biospecimens from blood drawn for genetic and proteomic biomarker analyses; 3) neuroimaging studies at 2 weeks using 3T magnetic resonance imaging (MRI); and 4) outcome assessments at 3 and 6 months. We describe how the infrastructure was established for building data repositories for clinical data, plasma biomarkers, genetics, neuroimaging, and multidimensional outcome measures to create a high quality and accessible information commons for TBI research. Risk factors for poor follow-up, TBI-CDE limitations, and implementation strategies are described. Having demonstrated the feasibility of implementing the TBI-CDEs through successful recruitment and multidimensional data collection, we aim to expand to additional study sites. Furthermore, interested researchers will be provided early access to the Transforming Research and Clinical Knowledge in TBI (TRACK-TBI) data set for collaborative opportunities to more precisely characterize TBI and improve the design of future clinical treatment trials. (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier NCT01565551.)
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Introduction

Worldwide, traumatic brain injury (TBI) is among the leading causes of death and disability with enormous negative social and economic impacts upon victims, families, and health care systems. Each year in the United States at least 1,700,000 people sustain TBIs. This includes 52,000 deaths, 275,000 hospitalizations, and 1,365,000 patients treated and released from an emergency department. TBI is a contributing factor to 30% of all injury related deaths in the United States. An estimated 3,200,000–5,300,000 persons currently live with long-term physical and neuropsychiatric disabilities attributable to TBI.
Recent studies suggest that published statistics underestimate the burden, and that TBI is underdiagnosed across the spectrum of injuries. The annual direct and indirect costs of TBI have been estimated at more than $60 billion.

TBIs are highly heterogeneous in cause, severity, pathology, and clinical course. The heterogeneity of TBI combined with the lack of relevant and validated outcome measures have been central to the discouraging results from neuroprotective and therapeutic strategy trials over the last four decades. Current approaches to the characterization of disease severity and outcome have not changed in more than three decades. Today, TBI patients are divided into the crude categories of mild, moderate, and severe using the Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS), and outcome is measured using the Glasgow Outcome Scale Extended (GOS-E). Clinical research in TBI has also been hindered by underpowered trial enrollments, fragmented efforts to collect standardized data, and limited multidisciplinary collaborations.

Between 2003 and 2006, the investigators of the International Mission for Prognosis and Analysis of Clinical Trials (IMPACT) combined data from >9000 patients and developed three prognostic models for severe TBI patients. With this foundation built, in 2009, the United States initiative to establish Common Data Elements (CDEs) for TBI was led by the National Institutes of Health (NIH), National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS) in cosponsorship with the Department of Veterans Affairs, National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research, Defense and Veterans Brain Injury Centers, Defense Centers of Excellence, and others. As a result of these conferences, multidisciplinary working groups developed consensus-based recommendations for harmonization of data across clinical trial sites with an emphasis on demographics, clinical care, genetic and proteomic biomarkers, neuroimaging, and a battery of outcome measures suitable for use across the spectrum of TBI.

Under the American Reinvestment and Recovery Act, in 2009, the NIH-NINDS funded the Transforming Research and Clinical Knowledge in TBI (TRACK-TBI) multicenter study. Our aim was to validate the feasibility of implementing the TBI-CDE’s. This was accomplished with establishing the infrastructure for data repositories for clinical data, plasma biomarkers, genetics, neuroimaging, and multidimensional outcomes. Emerging CDEs represent measures on which consensus has not been achieved, because they are of a more exploratory nature, are not widely available and/or validated and correlated with outcome measures.

Methods

TRACK-TBI is a multicenter prospective observational study with patients recruited through convenience sampling at four study sites. The three acute care (Acute) sites are all level I trauma centers and included: San Francisco General Hospital (SFGH), University of Pittsburgh Medical Center (UPMC), and University Medical Center Brackenridge (UMCB) in Austin, Texas. The single rehabilitation center was located at the Mount Sinai Rehabilitation Center (MSRC) in New York City. The SFGH investigators at the University of California San Francisco, Brain and Spinal Injury
Data collection and development of TRACK-TBI database

The four domains of CDEs listed in Figure 1 capture demographic, clinical, biospecimen, imaging, and outcome measures. QuesGen Systems, Inc. provided programming services for development of the schematics for the CDEs on a web-based platform. The database was designed and tested over a 6 month period. An overview of the data flow process is described in Figure 3. Data dictionaries applicable to the CDEs were programmed at the “advanced” level. More than 3000 data fields were created when taking into account calculated fields, repeated measures, and date and time stamping of measures. Administrative fields were also created for tracking patient follow-up visits, electronic case report forms (eCRFs) completion status, submission of biospecimens, and transmission of neuroimaging files. Data loaders were used for transfer of clinical laboratory and vital signs for sites that could extract these measures from electronic medical records systems into a spreadsheet format. For data analysis, records were exported to comma-separated or XML files for import into statistical applications. All data communication between the QuesGen browser and secure servers was through an encrypted secure socket layer connection. QuesGen, Inc. has procedures in place for full compliance with Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) security standards for protection of personal health information (PHI).

Data quality assurance and analytics

Data collectors were trained in CDE coding and provided with electronic data dictionaries and operational manuals detailing procedures for all domains. Rules for data field range, consistency and missing/not applicable checks were implemented within the QuesGen application. Major and minor logic flags were defined; however, complex relational inconsistancy checks are an ongoing effort guided by written curation plan to assure that data was clean and CDE compliant prior to submission to Federal Interagency Traumatic Brain Injury Research (FITBIR) repository. At this pilot stage, it was recognized that there was still a need for human eyes to review the data because programming alone cannot identify all errors and inconsistencies. An external team of data curators mapped the QuesGen fields to TranSMART (www.tranmartproject.org) which provided the ability to develop more advanced data quality checks for all domains through exploratory queries and review of issues with the database programmers and investigators. Ten percent of the records were audited at each site, and feedback was provided for making corrections.

Demographic and clinical data

The following “advanced” CDEs were collected: 1) subject characteristics, 2) subject and family history, 3) disease/injury related events, 4) assessments and examinations, and 5) treatment and intervention data. A total of 122 variables were collected on patients in the ED through abstraction of medical records and patient interviews. Upon a patient’s admission to a hospital ward, another 124 variables were collected. For each hospital day, 170 additional variables were collected for medications, laboratory test results, vital signs, surgeries, and injury severity classifications. The
Biospecimens and biomarkers

The CDE working group guidelines for proteomic preservation of plasma and isolation of DNA were followed. Blood samples were collected within 24 h of injury, aliquoted and frozen at $-80^\circ$C within 1 h of collection. As white blood cell concentrations have been shown to decrease in K3-EDTA, we elected to use 7.2mg K2-EDTA vacutainer tubes. Externally threaded cryovials were selected for storage, as internally threaded cryovials can reduce sample volume. Multiple 250 µl plasma aliquots were prepared to reduce the need for freeze–thaw cycles during analysis. Most single biomarker analytics can be performed in duplicate with a sample volume of 250 µl. An inventory system was implemented for tracking provenance of the samples, including: the time of collection, processing, and storage. Samples were shipped in batches to the UCSF DNA Bank, which provides a seismically secure physical environment for round-the-clock temperature control alarm monitoring and emergency backup power for electrical outages. Shipping times were scheduled to avoid weekend and holiday delivery, or days when rain and snowstorms could delay airline departures and arrivals. A preliminary set of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were tested via Illumina Bead Array technology on DNA samples with 100% result yield on all 417 acute specimens.

At SFGH, for patients who were identified for enrollment at $\geq 18$ h post-injury, in addition to collecting the study enrollment blood draw, we obtained leftover samples drawn in the ED for the complete blood count (CBC). We coordinated with the clinical laboratory to “add-on” the order for spinning the plasma out of the leftover sample. The plasma and blood pellet for DNA were stored in the $-80^\circ$C freezer for pickup and processing by research personnel. For the genetic specimens, the “add-on” processing did not impact the assays. However, the “add-on” plasma specimens must be thawed in order to prepare multiple aliquots, and then refrozen.

Because the leftover plasma was stored in the clinical laboratory at room temperature, a specimen stability study was undertaken to determine whether this diminished the integrity of the protein biomarkers. This required comparing the plasma biomarker levels measured in the “add-on” samples processed by the clinical laboratory versus samples processed by the research personnel. Blood samples were collected from 10 patients with intracranial lesions of varying degrees of severity. Two standard EDTA vacutainers of blood were drawn from each patient within the first 24 h. One tube was immediately processed by research personnel according to the CDE protocol. The second tube was sent to the clinical laboratory for immediate processing, and then retrieved for a second freeze–thaw cycle in which the plasma was aliquoted. At the same time, an “add-on” order to spin down the specimen was attached to the most recent CBC sample. On average, “add-on” specimens had been at room temperature in the laboratory for 16 h before the “add-on” order was received (range: 11–23 h). Blinded samples were submitted to Banyan Biomarkers, Inc. to perform a sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay protocol (swELISA) to confirm the neuropeptide level and quality among the three processing methods. Glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) was selected because of its specificity to astrocytes and functional structure of the cytoskeleton. A breakdown product of GFAP (GFAP-BDP) is detectable in blood within 1 h of structural brain injury, and is associated with measures of injury severity including the GCS score, CT lesions, and neurosurgical intervention.

Imaging studies and repository

All enrolled patients underwent a head CT in the ED. The free text of the dictated reports for the clinical CT and any clinical MRI scans were copied into the database for manual coding by the UCSF neuroradiologist. Each CT and MRI was reviewed by a board-certified neuroradiologist blinded to demographic, socioeconomic, and clinical data except gender and age, and without concurrent access to patients’ other imaging studies. Patients who consented
for the MRI studies were scheduled for a 3T MRI within 2 weeks from the date of their injury. The CT and MRI findings were coded according to the 26 core CDE’s among the 93 CDEs developed by the neuroimaging working group. TRACK-TBI neuroradiologists at all sites implemented equivalent imaging protocols for 3T research MRI scanners manufactured by General Electric, Phillips, and Siemens. The MRI protocols complemented the CDE tiers used in the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI). The T1-weighted sequence adapted for non-ADNI studies was adopted for the reason that the magnetization prepared 180 degrees radio-frequency pulses, and rapid gradient-echo (MP RAGE) sampling sequence constituted the heart of the ADNI MRI protocol and increased the probability of obtaining at least one high quality morphometric scan in each examination, to minimize the need for subject rescanning caused by artifact.

The CT and MRI scans generated large volumes of data that required particular techniques for anonymization, transmission, storage, and visualization by multiple users at each site. We developed a radiology picture archiving system (rPACS) with DCM4chee, OsiriX, and Clear Canvas. These are all open-source Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) software that allowed controlled remote access for multiple users at each site for transmission to the UCSF Quantitative Imaging Processing Center (QUIP-C). To comply with HIPAA requirements, the QUIP-C investigators built a multiphase tool that completely anonymized CT and 3T MRI studies during the transmission process, based on open-source Java-based software available through the RSNA Medical Imaging Resource Center (www.rsna.org=mirc). De-identified images were securely sent to the rPACS via virtual private network. In addition, the rPACS avoided disruption of the clinical PACS with large volumes of research data and allowed authorized users to securely view all study CT and MRI image sequences from any location.

Outcome measures

The TRACK-TBI outcomes battery consisted of all CDE “core” and two “extended” measures that we collected at 3 and 6 months. The Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test (RAVLT) was replaced with the California Verbal Learning Test - Second Edition (CVLT-II) because of the relevant revisions of the second edition as well as higher reported consistency on between-norm sets. The Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder Checklist Civilian Version (PCL-C) was added, because it is a widely used self-administered screening tool for identification of patients who need further evaluation for PTSD.

At 3 months, patients were contacted by telephone to administer the GOS-E, Neurological Symptoms Inventory (NSI), and Post-Discharge Outpatient Care (PDOC) assessment. Both the NSI and PDCC are NIH TBI CDEs for the “Physical/Neurological Examination” module. The NSI is a list of common symptoms compiled from the IMPACT database and coded as “yes” or “no.” The 6 month evaluations were conducted in person by trained personnel and preceded by the Galveston Orientation and Amnesia Test (GOAT) to assess functional capacity. In order to control for potential variability among project personnel in the administration and scoring of the CDE outcome measures, the UPMC Neuropsychological Outcomes Coordinator conducted training sessions at each of the study sites. Patients < 16 years of age did not receive the neurocognitive tests, because the majority of these measures have been validated only in adults. Instead we administered the GOS-E for Pediatrics.

Statistical analysis

Contingency tables were constructed to compare patient demographics, and clinical differences among sites were compared with the Pearson $\chi^2$ statistic. Descriptive statistics were used to summarize patient characteristics and outcome measures. Student’s $t$ test and Pearson $\chi^2$ statistics were used for initial comparisons to test for associations between covariates and successful 6 month follow-up by GOS-E for patients alive at discharge. Covariates with statistical significance were then specified for univariable logistical regression analysis. For continuous variables, the coefficient for the intercept was the log odds of a person with a value of zero units for that variable to have successful follow-up, and the coefficient for the variable was the effect of a one unit increase in that variable on the odds ratio (OR). SPSS Statistics (IBM, Chicago, IL) version 19 was used for all analyses.

Results

Study implementation and enrollment

The infrastructure for implementing data collection for the TRACK-TBI CDE domains was established during the first 8 months following receipt of the NINDS funding. This included development of the eCRFs in the TRACK-TBI database; obtaining IRB approvals; recruitment and hiring of personnel; development of training and operational procedure manuals for patient enrollment and follow-up evaluations; implementation of protocols for collection, processing, and banking of biospecimens; and the creation of the neuroimaging research PACS. Figure 4 details the tasks and work flow for each TBI-CDE domain. SFGH research personnel maintained logs of time requirements for completing all tasks. Overall the per-patient time commitment for successful completion of all components from enrollment to follow-up averaged 20 h, not including time for project administrative activities.

Enrollment began in April 2010, and 650 patients were enrolled over 14 months (Fig. 5). We sought to enroll a more representative TBI population that presents to a level I trauma center by including groups of patients who have often been excluded from clinical trials. Patients were not excluded if they had a history of prior TBI, substance abuse, or mental health issues, or were homeless. Table 1 shows the enrollment by site according to completion rates achieved in each of the TBI-CDE domains. A total of 637 patients > 16 years of age completed assessments in at least one of four domains. For the biospecimens, 79% consented and 75% of these had blood samples collected. For the 3T MRIs, 81% consented and 50% of the patients returned for the MRI. For the outcome measures, 98% of patients consented and 77% of these completed 3 month outcome measures. The 6 month outcomes battery was completed to varying degrees: 69% of patients were assessed by GOS-E only and of these, 84% completed all measures that could be administered by telephone interviews, and 59% returned for the in-person full TBI-CDE “Core” battery.

Different enrollment strategies were evaluated at different sites. At the SFGH site, 338 patients were enrolled from April 2010 to February 2011. A 20 h/day, 6 day/week screening schedule was implemented with day shift personnel covering the hours of 7 a.m. to 7 p.m., and night shift personnel covering 6:30 p.m. to 5 a.m. Weeknight coverage consisted of Saturdays and Sundays from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., and both nights from 7 p.m. to 7 a.m. Three existing research associates (RAs) each working at 50–75% variable effort were responsible for daytime enrollment. Two full-time RAs were hired to cover four weekend shifts and two weekend night shifts per week. The UPMC site enrolled 180 TBI patients from April 2010 to June 2011. UPMC had nursing staff 24 h/day, 7–days/week who were trained in all active clinical research protocols. At the UMCB site, 80 patients were enrolled from July 2010 to February 2011. Patient enrollment windows were from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. every
day of the week. The study staff at UMCB consisted of two full-time research associates, one part-time research nurse, and one part-time project manager from a clinical research organization with established experience. The MSRC site enrolled 51 rehabilitation patients from June 2010 to March 2011. Patients presenting to MSRC were self or professional referrals. Patient screening, enrollment, and all study procedures were completed by one full-time research associate with assistance from a part-time co-investigator.

The cost for the implementation of all of the TBI-CDEs varied from site to site, depending upon institutional indirect costs, patient screening, and enrollment strategies that leveraged concurrent TBI research studies, and the volume of patients enrolled. Therefore, the cost per patient was lower at sites with ongoing research, high enrollment, and lower indirect costs. To assist future investigators with budgeting for TBI-CDE implementation, we collected data for the time required for screening, enrollment, and collection of data for each CDE domain (Fig. 4).

Demographics and clinical variables

For reporting on patient demographics and clinical characteristics, we excluded 13 patients who were <16 years of age. We have separately described the 51 MSRC (rehabilitation) patients, leaving 586 adult patients described from the “acute” study sites. Table 2 provides the ED dispositions and associated percentage of TBI-CDE clinical and demographic variables that were available to be collected. Completion rates ranged from 100% for age, gender, race, injury date and time, and psychiatric history. Rates were slightly lower, at 96%, for collection of education and employment status data. For previous TBI, 91% of intensive care unit (ICU) admissions completed the questionnaire, compared with ≥95% for the other dispositions. The loss of consciousness (LOC) and post-traumatic amnesia (PTA) information was also slightly more difficult to complete for patients who were admitted to ICU (95%) than for those who were admitted to an ED or ward (99%, 98%, respectively). ED admission hemoglobin tests were obtained as part of routine care in only 42% of the ED discharges, whereas 90% of ward admissions and 97% of ICU admissions had blood drawn for hemoglobin tests. Data for the admission GCS and laboratory results from the acute ED presentation were rarely available for the rehabilitation patients.

The majority of patients were male (72%) and white (85%). The mean age was 43 years old at the acute sites, ranging from 16 to 99 years. Figure 6 shows age ranges and gender proportions within each decade where males accounted for 62–87% of patients between 16 and 69 years of age. In the age range between 70 and 89

FIG. 4. Workflow and estimated time on task for patient screening, enrollment and collection of data for each common data element (CDE) domain.
years old, females accounted for 54–71% of injuries. The 51 rehabilitation patients enrolled at MSRC were on average 50 years old and 73% were male. Selected patient demographics and clinical characteristics are described in Table 3, which compares differences among sites. Although study sites were located in four major United States cities, significant differences (all with \( p < 0.05 \)) were found for education levels, race, previous TBI, psychiatric disorders, cause of injury, LOC, PTA, ED admission GCS, and positive admission CT scans. At all sites, the largest proportion of patients had completed high school, with this being their highest level of education (range: 52–69%). For the acute sites, 47% (range: 13–40%) reported on the Ohio State self-administered questionnaire that they had sustained a previous brain injury, of which 28% (range: 12–36%) reported had required hospitalization. For the rehabilitation site, only 10% of the patients reported a previous TBI. For all sites, psychiatric history was reported as present for 28% (range: 13–36%) of the patients.

Nearly all patients (99%) had sustained a closed TBI. The majority (83%) had a mild TBI as defined by a GCS of 13–15 upon admission to the ED; 4% had a moderate TBI (GCS 9–12), and 13% had a severe TBI (GCS 3–8). Accidents involving motor vehicles accounted for 44% of total injuries and 34% of injuries were the result of falls. The patient had been inside a car in 40% of motor vehicle accidents, whereas 41% had been riding a motorcycle or bicycle, and 19% were pedestrians hit by a motor vehicle. The majority of the patients (70%) had LOC and/or PTA (52%), with 43% of patients having both. The prevalence of hypoxia and hypotension was 7% and 6%, respectively.

**Biospecimens**

Blood biospecimens were collected from 479 patients. DNA extraction and analysis was successful for all samples. Plasma samples for proteomic biomarker analyses were processed and aliquotted from 447 patients. We examined different methods for biospecimen collection and processing. We compared specimens collected and rapidly processed by research personnel, specimens collected by clinical staff and rapidly processed by clinical laboratory staff, and convenience samples obtained from acute blood samples stored for “add-on” clinical tests. Figure 7 shows the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Demographic/clinical data</th>
<th>Biomarkers(^a)</th>
<th>3T MRI(^b)</th>
<th>3-month GOS-E</th>
<th>6-month GOS-E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SFGH</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>256 (79%)</td>
<td>146 (45%)</td>
<td>265 (81%)</td>
<td>248 (76%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPMC</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>151 (84%)</td>
<td>52 (29%)</td>
<td>140 (78%)</td>
<td>138 (77%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMCB</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>50 (63%)</td>
<td>35 (44%)</td>
<td>49 (61%)</td>
<td>26 (33%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSMC</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>22 (43%)</td>
<td>25 (49%)</td>
<td>37 (73%)</td>
<td>30 (57%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>637 (100%)</td>
<td>479 (75%)</td>
<td>257 (40%)</td>
<td>491 (77%)</td>
<td>431 (69%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Percentages calculated from row totals in second column.

CDE, common data elements; GOS-E, Glasgow Outcome Scale – Extended; SFGH, San Francisco General Hospital; UPMC, University of Pittsburgh Medical Center; UMCB, University Medical Center Brackenridge; MSMC, Mount Sinai Medical Center.
## Table 2. Patient Enrollment Categories and Completion Rates for Collection of Selected Demographic and Clinical CDEs for 637 Patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient enrollment category</th>
<th>ED discharge (n = 169)</th>
<th>Ward admit (n = 213)</th>
<th>ICU admit (n = 204)</th>
<th>Rehab (n = 51)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(n = 637)</td>
<td>(27%)</td>
<td>(34%)</td>
<td>(32%)</td>
<td>(8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common data elements (CDEs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age and gender</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date and time of injury</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admission GCS: eye, verbal, motor</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous TBI</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC duration</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTA duration</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cause of injury</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatric history</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admit hemoglobin</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-month GOS-E</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Shaded cells represent percentages significantly (p < 0.05) different from others in the same row.

*Totals may not equal 100% because of independent rounding.

ED, emergency department; ICU, intensive care unit; GCS, Glasgow Coma Scale; TBI, traumatic brain injury; LOC, loss of consciousness; PTA, post-traumatic amnesia; GOS-E, Glasgow Outcome Scale-Extended.

### Figure 6

Overall age and gender distributions. Males accounted for 64–85% of patients between 16 and 69 years of age. Among those between 70 and 89 years of age, males accounted for 42–50% of patients. The mean (SD) age was 43 ± 18.
The 3T MRI completion rates were 25% for patients with access and availability of MRI, age, education, and injury severity. Issues encountered in getting a 3T research MRI included SFGH (149/326, 46%) and UMCB (35/80, 44%), and a lower rate at UPMC (52/180, 29%). Experience revealed higher rates of participation at SFGH (149/326, 46%) compared with 50% of patients with a Bachelor’s degree or more. For patients with an Abbreviated Injury Score (AIS) of ≥3 for the head, 33% completed the 3T MRI compared with 47% of patients with an AIS of <3.

**Outcomes**

Because of our broad inclusion criteria, follow-up and outcome assessment was challenging. At 3 months, the GOS-E could be obtained for 491 (77%) of the patients. Some patients lost to follow-up at 3 months were able to be reached at 6 months. At 6 months, the GOS-E was obtained for 431 (69%) of the patients. Follow-up was related to the degree of injury. Six month GOS-E assessments were completed for 68% of patients with GCS of 13–15 (mild TBI) versus 89% of the patients with GCS of 3–8 (severe TBI). Significant covariates for unsuccessful follow-up are displayed in Table 4 as ORs. Zero years of education has an OR of 0.481, and for each additional year of education added 1.134 times the OR of the comparison. Other covariates included race, age, gender, and cause of injury. Race has an OR of 0.514 for White patients compared with other races. Age has an OR of 0.955 for each year of age compared with 95.5% for patients less than 60 years of age compared with 44% for patients <60 years. Thirty-one percent of patients with less than a high school education completed 3T MRI compared with 50% of patients with a Bachelor’s degree or more. Education has an OR of 0.955 for each year of education added 1.134 times the OR of the comparison. Race, age, gender, and cause of injury. Race has an OR of 0.514 for White patients compared with other races. Age has an OR of 0.955 for each year of age compared with 95.5% for patients less than 60 years of age compared with 44% for patients <60 years. Thirty-one percent of patients with less than a high school education completed 3T MRI compared with 50% of patients with a Bachelor’s degree or more. For patients with an Abbreviated Injury Score (AIS) of ≥3 for the head, 33% completed the 3T MRI compared with 47% of patients with an AIS of <3.

**Imaging**

All patients had a CT scan within 24 h of injury, as was required for enrollment. At the acute care sites, 232 (36%) patients underwent a 3T research MRI within 12 ± 4 days of injury. Rehabilitation patients at MSRC completed 25 (49%) MRIs. Individual site experiences revealed higher rates of participation at SFGH (149/326, 46%) and UMCB (35/80, 44%), and a lower rate at UPMC (52/180, 29%). Issues encountered in getting a 3T research MRI included access and availability of MRI, age, education, and injury severity. The 3T MRI completion rates were 25% for patients ≥60 years of age compared with 44% for patients <60 years. Thirty-one percent of patients with less than a high school education completed 3T MRI compared with 50% of patients with a Bachelor’s degree or more. For patients with an Abbreviated Injury Score (AIS) of ≥3 for the head, 33% completed the 3T MRI compared with 47% of patients with an AIS of <3.
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Because of our broad inclusion criteria, follow-up and outcome assessment was challenging. At 3 months, the GOS-E could be obtained for 491 (77%) of the patients. Some patients lost to follow-up at 3 months were able to be reached at 6 months. At 6 months, the GOS-E was obtained for 431 (69%) of the patients. Follow-up was related to the degree of injury. Six month GOS-E assessments were completed for 68% of patients with GCS of 13–15 (mild TBI) versus 89% of the patients with GCS of 3–8 (severe TBI). Significant covariates for unsuccessful follow-up are displayed in Table 4 as ORs. Zero years of education has an OR of 0.481, and for each additional year of education added 1.134 times the OR of the comparison. Other covariates included race, age, gender, and cause of injury. Race has an OR of 0.514 for White patients compared with other races. Age has an OR of 0.955 for each year of age compared with 95.5% for patients less than 60 years of age compared with 44% for patients <60 years. Thirty-one percent of patients with less than a high school education completed 3T MRI compared with 50% of patients with a Bachelor’s degree or more. For patients with an Abbreviated Injury Score (AIS) of ≥3 for the head, 33% completed the 3T MRI compared with 47% of patients with an AIS of <3.
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All patients had a CT scan within 24 h of injury, as was required for enrollment. At the acute care sites, 232 (36%) patients underwent a 3T research MRI within 12 ± 4 days of injury. Rehabilitation patients at MSRC completed 25 (49%) MRIs. Individual site experiences revealed higher rates of participation at SFGH (149/326, 46%) and UMCB (35/80, 44%), and a lower rate at UPMC (52/180, 29%). Issues encountered in getting a 3T research MRI included access and availability of MRI, age, education, and injury severity. The 3T MRI completion rates were 25% for patients ≥60 years of age compared with 44% for patients <60 years. Thirty-one percent of patients with less than a high school education completed 3T MRI compared with 50% of patients with a Bachelor’s degree or more. For patients with an Abbreviated Injury Score (AIS) of ≥3 for the head, 33% completed the 3T MRI compared with 47% of patients with an AIS of <3.

**Outcomes**

Because of our broad inclusion criteria, follow-up and outcome assessment was challenging. At 3 months, the GOS-E could be obtained for 491 (77%) of the patients. Some patients lost to follow-up at 3 months were able to be reached at 6 months. At 6 months, the GOS-E was obtained for 431 (69%) of the patients. Follow-up was related to the degree of injury. Six month GOS-E assessments were completed for 68% of patients with GCS of 13–15 (mild TBI) versus 89% of the patients with GCS of 3–8 (severe TBI). Significant covariates for unsuccessful follow-up are displayed in Table 4 as ORs. Zero years of education has an OR of 0.481, and for each additional year of education added 1.134 times the OR of the comparison. Other covariates included race, age, gender, and cause of injury. Race has an OR of 0.514 for White patients compared with other races. Age has an OR of 0.955 for each year of age compared with 95.5% for patients less than 60 years of age compared with 44% for patients <60 years. Thirty-one percent of patients with less than a high school education completed 3T MRI compared with 50% of patients with a Bachelor’s degree or more. For patients with an Abbreviated Injury Score (AIS) of ≥3 for the head, 33% completed the 3T MRI compared with 47% of patients with an AIS of <3.
Patients confirmed positive for illicit opioid or cannabis use on ED toxicology results at the time of injury showed a 0.258 OR ($p < 0.01$), and those with homelessness at baseline showed a 0.248 OR, for successful 6 month follow up ($p < 0.02$). Study logs documented, on average, eight attempts to make patient contact per successful 6 month follow-up.

**Discussion**

The TRACK-TBI pilot has successfully demonstrated the feasibility of implementing the TBI-CDEs in a multicenter study that included acute care centers and a rehabilitation facility. The multidisciplinary team established an operational version of TBI-CDEs, developed a web-enabled TBI-CDE database, and created imaging and biospecimen repositories. We were able to collect data at the highest level of granularity (Fig. 2) for demographics and clinical assessment as well as imaging TBI-CDE domains. The study has produced one of the largest prospective multivariate TBI databases that integrate clinical, imaging, proteomic, genomic, and outcome biomarkers from patients across the injury spectrum of concussion to coma. We have worked closely with the FITBIR team, providing our data dictionary, clinical and imaging data, and testing methods for data transfer. We are pleased that the TRACK-TBI Pilot data set is the first to populate FITBIR, providing a new opportunity for collaboration and acceleration of TBI research.

As with most pilot projects, there were lessons learned. Our desire to enroll patients more representative of the TBI population provided important information about these individuals that is often excluded from clinical trials, but also created challenges with follow-up and outcome assessment. We also identified gaps in the TBI-CDEs such as the lack of validated outcome measures for more disabled and non-English-speaking patients, and pediatric-specific CDEs. Pediatric CDEs have subsequently been published, but have yet to be implemented and validated. The timeline specified by the NIH Grand Opportunity grant did not permit the development of a complete set of best practices, computational tools to facilitate data quality management, and optimal strategies for TBI-CDE curation. Table 5 summarizes the status of important requirements and data quality components that we addressed in the TRACK-TBI Pilot and those that need to be addressed. Most of the limitations are currently being addressed by our public–private partnership with One Mind for Research, QuesGen Inc., and Thomson Reuters. These ongoing efforts along with the infrastructure created by the TRACK-TBI Pilot study provide the foundation for future multidisciplinary, multicenter studies in TBI.

**Inclusion criteria, screening, and enrollment**

The TRACK-TBI pilot study adopted very broad inclusion criteria in order to validate the feasibility of as many TBI-CDEs as possible. Acute patients required a history of TBI within 24 h and clinical indication for a head CT. Rehabilitation patients only needed a history of TBI and an indication for rehabilitation services. Patients were enrolled across the spectrum from concussion to coma. The infrastructure needed for TBI screening and enrollment across the spectrum of injury is challenging, especially for
patients seen in the ED. Several screening strategies were explored at different sites. The most comprehensive approach was implemented at SFGH where screening and enrollment were conducted in the ED 20 h/day, 6 days/week. Given the significant volume of TBI seen in this urban level I trauma center, individual research staff frequently exceeded their capacity to screen and enroll patients. This experience demonstrates the large number of potential research subjects along the milder end of the TBI spectra. It also highlights the need for significant resources to achieve consecutive enrollment of TBI patients in the ED. Patients admitted to the hospital or rehabilitation center required fewer personnel and fewer hours of coverage for screening. However, the screening workload was balanced by increased amounts of clinical data collection and data entry. The cost per patient varied from site to site, depending upon existing research infrastructure, indirect costs, and the volume of patient enrollment. This suggests that a per-patient reimbursement model based on the time required for execution of each CDE domain (Fig. 4) and the cost of imaging and biospecimen processing is more cost-effective than the traditional site-based funding model.

For future TBI studies conducted at level I trauma centers, an efficient, systematic sampling framework for subject recruitment will be needed. Given the large volume of TBI patients who present to these centers daily, we recommend that ED patient enrollment be randomized to a limited number of days each week. This would still provide a significant number of ED study subjects and allow more time during the week to enroll patients admitted to the hospital and those admitted to the ICU. These three clinical strata align with the most recent version of the TBI-CDEs (2.0), that provide recommendations for data collection for different types of studies: concussion/mild TBI studies, acute hospitalized studies, moderate/severe TBI: rehabilitation studies, and epidemiology studies.\textsuperscript{20}

**Biospecimens**

Using the clinical laboratory for biospecimen processing provided similar results as those for specimens processed by research staff. This approach allowed research personnel to spend more time collecting clinical data, especially from patients being discharged from the ED. We also determined that some proteomic biomarkers, such as GFAP, are susceptible to breakdown if stored using standard clinical protocols. Our experience indicates that all blood biospecimens should be collected and processed according to the best practices outlined by the TBI-CDEs, whether research staff or the clinical laboratory processes them. Detailed protocols for collection, processing, and shipping of blood biospecimen, developed for the TRACK-TBI pilot are available on the NINDS TBI-CDE website.\textsuperscript{20} The TBI-CDE biospecimens protocol was used effectively to collect, process, and store blood biospecimens for proteomic and genetic analyses. We have recently demonstrated the diagnostic accuracy of elevated levels of plasma GFAP in TBI, and candidate-gene allelic association analyses are currently underway.\textsuperscript{33}

**Imaging**

We were successful in implementing standard imaging protocols for the clinical CT scanners and structural imaging protocols for the 3T MRI units at all study sites. Standardization for more advanced MRI sequences, such as diffusion tensor imaging, will be required for future multicenter studies. A single neuroradiologist read and
recorded the pathoanatomical features as recommended by the TBI-CDE Imaging Working Group.13 Given the effort required to extract these data, inter-rater reliability studies are needed, and the utility of these imaging features for diagnostic and prognostic models must be validated.

Site-specific logistics and imaging infrastructure differences contributed to the variations in 3T MRI completion rates. Although 81% of the patients consented to undergo a 3T MRI, only 50% of these were performed. For several sites, the 3T MRI scanner was located off-site, which created access issues for some patients, especially for those too ill for transportation and the elderly. At UPMC, the 3T scanner was located in the hospital; however, access for research was limited to specific block times, preventing some patients from being scheduled. Determining which patients should be enrolled to undergo 3T MRI presented trade-offs between selecting subjects who were likely, or able, to return, and sampling biases. Another significant barrier was the patient’s perception of the benefit of a MRI scan, particularly for those with a normal head CT who were told by the treating medical staff that they did not have a TBI. The recent findings by Yuh et al., demonstrating that a significant number of TBI patients with a normal CT have structural abnormalities on a 3T MRI, may serve to help improve follow-up.28

Outcomes

The 6 month “core” TBI-CDE battery included measures of global outcome, neuropsychological impairment, psychological status, post-concussive symptoms, social role participation, health-related quality of life, and post-traumatic stress.18 This required in-person assessment and patient participation. The outcome testing took 90 min on average, with an additional 2 h required for patient contact and scheduling, entering results into the database, and processing patient reimbursements (Fig. 4). We recommend that mobile testing and data entry tools be developed to improve the efficiency of this process.

The GOS-E was graded with respect to pre-injury status; patients who remained at identical levels of homelessness, prior psychological and neurological disorders, and socioeconomics compared with baseline were scored as GOS-E = 8, whereas those who sustained additional or worsened cognitive or psychological burden after TBI were scored GOS-E < 8, accordingly. We found that certain core outcome measures could not be given to patients with a poor outcome (GOS-E 2, 3, and 4). We also identified limitations of the core TBI-CDE outcome battery in fully assessing patients at the upper end of recovery (GOS-E 8), particularly with respect to mental health and health economic measures. We recommend that a flexible, or adaptive, assessment battery composed of a broader range of TBI-CDE measures be developed to enable outcome assessment across all phases of recovery and all levels of TBI severity. Another limitation of the core TBI-CDE outcome measures was their inability to be applied to a significant number of non-English-speaking patients. For example, at SFGH 21% of the non-English-speaking patients screened for the TRACK-TBI pilot were excluded. With the exception of the Spanish versions of the Brief Symptom Inventory 18, Satisfaction With Life Scale, and Post-traumatic Stress Disorder Checklist – Civilian version, the Core CDEs are only validated and normed in English.19 With Spanish and Chinese being the second and third leading languages spoken in the United States,34 there should be high priority for funding of research to validate TBI-CDE outcome measures in other languages. Furthermore, the inclusion of more nonverbal memory tests in the outcome CDEs to accommodate patients who do not speak English may expand the applicability of the CDEs both within the United States and with international collaborators.

The requirement of the core outcome battery for in-person assessment and full cooperation of the patient creates a number of challenges. The enrollment of TBI patients with a history of mental health issues, prior TBI, and substance abuse requires significant additional work on the part of the research staff to locate these patients and schedule them for follow-up assessment. Specifically, patients with no post-primary education, baseline learning disorders, illicit drug use, and homelessness have significantly lower ORs for 6 month follow-up. Low education has been associated with lack of return to work, and hence lower stability and traceability in the community after TBI.35 Development of secondary ADHD post-TBI is associated with TBI severity,36 and patients with ADHD have a higher risk of psychoactive substance use,37 suggesting a complicated and potentially compounding effect among predictors of poor follow-up. Impulse control disorders may predispose patients to drug abuse, homelessness, and TBI.38 More than 60% of homeless patients report having experienced more than one TBI. It is traditionally difficult to assess TBI histories of the unsheltered homeless, with few successful studies and inherent variability in sampling.39 In TRACK-TBI, some individuals required nearly 20 attempts to make contact. Follow-up can be improved by not enrolling these patients, but excluding these patients may bias certain studies and reduce the generalizability of the results. Conversely, patients with these risk factors may need to be excluded from more rigorous and expensive prospective longitudinal studies that require comprehensive follow-up. Transportation was a barrier for follow-up and taxi fares had to be provided for some patients. Financial incentives were also provided to increase the likelihood of follow-up. Together, these challenges require well-trained, motivated, and persistent research staff and careful patient selection to achieve acceptable rates of follow-up. In addition, a greater awareness of the importance of TBI research is needed. Researchers need to reach out to TBI patient advocacy organizations and work together to create strategies that are inclusive, raise awareness, and build trust with the community, to enable timely accrual targets and promote retention and follow-up of study subjects.

Data, analytics, and collaboration

The Demographics and Clinical Assessment domains contain the greatest number of TBI-CDEs. For the TRACK-TBI pilot, these data were collected for the highest percentage of patients; however, they were more prone to coding errors, incomplete fields, and relational inconsistencies than other TBI-CDE domains. Some of the data elements are subject to inter-rater variability or rely on patient self-reports, such as history of prior TBI, which are difficult to verify. We are now working closely with QuesGen and our TRACK-TBI investigators to develop information technology solutions to address many of the issues. In addition, clinical trial management software is being developed to facilitate real-time management of patient recruitment/enrollment, data collection, form completion, follow-up, project progress/milestones, and component-based reimbursement for study procedures and outcome assessment. These improvements streamline clinical research workflow and reduce costs.

Over the past 18 months, we have worked with the FITBIR team, sharing our data dictionary and providing test images and data sets. Different methods of data transfer have been explored and we have
now successfully transferred the TRACK-TBI pilot data and images to FITBIR. Given that this is the first TBI study in FITBIR, a number of quality control and assurance procedures will be conducted prior to making these data available to the public. FITBIR will ultimately provide a TBI-CDE-compliant environment for data sharing across multiple TBI studies funded by the NIH and Department of Defense (DOD) to gain statistical power and insights that were not possible from smaller studies.

In efforts to accelerate research in TBI, we have initiated a number of collaborations with new investigators that were not part of the TRACK-TBI pilot study. We have also established a public–private partnership with One Mind for Research, a nonprofit organization dedicated to finding cures for TBI. With their support, we have transferred the TRACK-TBI Pilot data to the tranSMART analytical platform. This has provided a new forum for analytics and collaboration. tranSMART is built on the i2b2 platform to enhance data sharing and partnership (http://www.i2b2.org). The de-identified TRACK-TBI Pilot instance is hosted on the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2), a cost-effective, secure, and reliable platform that is highly scalable. The analytical capabilities of tranSMART give investigators a data discovery tool to explore the high-content TRACK-TBI pilot data set at a descriptive level, generate hypothesis, and perform complex analyses.

Conclusion

We have demonstrated the feasibility of implementing the TBI-CDEs in a multicenter, prospective observational study. The process of operationalizing the recommendations of the TBI-CDE working groups produced protocols and procedures for collecting standardized, high-quality data. We identified a number of issues and opportunities for improvement in data collection, patient follow-up, quality control, and curation. The successful transfer of the TRACK-TBI pilot data set to FITBIR marks the beginning of an exciting new era in TBI research. Building on the power of standardization with the TBI-CDEs, FITBIR and other informatics tools will promote collaboration and accelerate research in TBI.
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